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Since this week Jews will celebrate Shavuot by eating cheesecake and other dairy
delicacies, there is no better time to enjoy this gem from the Bulletin of the National
Conference of Jewish Charities.
This week, from the J-Vault: Penny-a-Glass Milk Station (1914)
"It was found," wrote Philip L. Seman, "that there were many puny children that were
brought by their mothers to enjoy the free open space that the [Chicago Hebrew]
Institute offers the neighborhood, by means of its park and playgrounds, and to whom
the opportunity of procuring such milk would prove a great service."
Besides this, the sale of milk tends to counteract the desire on the part of
the younger children to purchase from the filthy wagons that are stationed
near the entrance of our grounds the cheap and much-adulterated,
therefore, very harmful, so-called ice cream and scrape ice balls, generally
saturated with chemically colored flavors...
...One need only watch the lack of care given the average infant in the
congested districts of any large city, because of the lack of knowledge that
the mother has of the danger of not properly looking after the child's
feeding for the first two years of its life, to see the enormous amount of
good (if from no other point of view than this alone) our milk station is
bound to do...
...The milk station, which has now been operated a little over a month, has
grown to proportions beyond even our own expectations. We have sold over
41,000 glasses of milk the first month...
...We found many persons taking advantage of the sale of the milk and
crackers, and regularly making at least one meal a day on this splendid
substitute, especially during the hot summer months, for meat and other
heavy foods.
Download this publication...
Chag Shavuot sameach!
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